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Abstract 
We prove a conjecture of Monks [4] on the relation between the admissible basis and the 
Milnor basis of the mod 2 Steenrod algebra AZ, and generalise the result to the mod p Steenrod 
algebra A, where p is prime. This establishes a necessary and sufficient condition for the Milnor 
basis element P(vI, r2,. . , rk) and the admissible basis element P”P” Ps to coincide. The 
main technique used is the ‘stripping’ method which utilises the action of the dual algebra A,: 
on A,,. @ 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
1991 Math. Subj. Class.: 55S10 
1. The main result 
We shall prove the following result relating the Milnor basis and the admissible 
basis of the mod p Steenrod algebra A,. Here w(n) is the smallest integer such that 
P 4)~) > n. 
Theorem 1.1. The Milnor busis element P(rl, r-2,. . . , r,) is u scular multiple of un 
admissible monomial if and only if ri s - 1 mod p”(rs+l 1 for ~11 1 < i < m. In this case, 
P(q,r2,. . . ,r,) =P”P’* P’fll, (1) 
where tM = r, and t, = r; + pt;+l for 15 i < m. 
It was shown by Milnor [3, Lemma 81 that the admissible basis is related to 
the Milnor basis by a triangular matrix for all p, using the right lexicographic or- 
dering on both bases. The stated correspondence between the indexing sequences 
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R=(r,,r2 ,..., r,) for Milnor basis elements and T = (tt , t2,. , till) for admissible mono- 
mials, and the fact that the diagonal entries of the matrix are equal to *I, can also be 
read off from [3]. 
For p = 2, the ‘if’ part of Theorem 1.1 was proved by Ken Monks [4, Theo- 
rem 2.31, who also conjectured the ‘only if’ part in [4, Section 21. As pointed out in 
[4, Section 91, the condition ri E -1 mod2 ‘JJ(~+) is easily checked by writing the bi- 
nary representations of ri , r2,. . . , r, horizontally above one another (with rr on top) 
and checking that no digit ever appears below a 0. (Note that the condition implies that 
rj > Y,+I for all 12 i < m.) For brevity, we shall say that the sequence (~1, r2, . . , r,,) 
is an M-sequence if it satisfies the condition v; = - 1 mod p”‘(rr-lJ for 1 <i < m. Thus 
Theorem 1. I states that the Milnor basis element f’(rr,~ , . . . ,Y,,) is an admissible 
monomial if and only if (Y,,YZ,. ,r,,,) is an M-sequence. 
As an example, the highest degree class T, in the finite subalgebra A(n) of A gener- 
ated by P’ for t < p ‘+’ is the Milnor basis element P(R,), where R, is the M-sequence 
( pn+’ - I,@-l,..., p - 1) [2, Ch. 151. In Section 4 we prove that r, is an admissible 
monomial. 
The method of proof of Theorem 1.1 uses the stripping technique which has proved 
successful in a number of problems [l, 5581. This technique is explained in Section 2. 
The necessity of Monks’s criterion will be proved in Section 3, and in Section 4 we 
give an alternative proof of sufficiency of the criterion. 
2. The stripping method in the Steenrod algebra 
In order to explain the stripping method as it applies to the present problem, we 
give a brief resume of the structure of the Steenrod algebra A and its dual A*. Since 
Bocksteins play no part in our work, we shall write A = A2 if p = 2, while for an 
odd prime p we use A to denote the subalgebra of A, generated by the Steenrod pth 
powers. Thus, A and A* are connected graded Hopf algebras over the field FL> of p 
elements. As an associative algebra, A is generated by the Steenrod powers P’, to 
which we assign the grading i(p - I), with P” equal to the identity element. These 
generators are subject to the Adem relations 
pip.’ = C (_ 1 )i+k (j-k)(P- I)- 1 pi+j-kpk , O<i<pj, (2) 
0 < k 5 [i;p] i - pk 
where [i/p] denotes the greatest integer <i/p, and the binomial coefficients are taken 
modulo p. 
We begin by making the conventions that a finite sequence of integers is to be 
identified with the infinite sequence obtained from it by adding final zeros, and that a 
sequence whose terms are named by lower-case Roman letters is denoted by the cor- 
responding capital Roman letter. This applies to the sequence R = (rl, r2,. . , rm) which 
indexes the Milnor basis element P(R), and to the sequence 7’ = (tr, t2,. . . , tm) which in- 
dexes the string of Steenrod powers (or monomial) PT = P” P’2 . Ptm. The sequence T 
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and the monomial PT are called admissible if tj 2 ptj+l for j 2 1. The set of admissible 
monomials, taken in (left) lexicographic order of the corresponding sequences T, is 
a vector space basis of A. We write U < V to mean that U precedes V in the left 
lexicographic order, whether U and V are admissible or not. For any element X G A, 
we say that the admissible monomial PT occurs in X if the coefficient of P’ in the 
expression for X in the admissible basis is nonzero. 
The coproduct $ in A is defined on generators by 
$(pX)=~p$pk-i, 
i=O 
and the dual algebra A* is the polynomial algebra F,[~I, &,. . .], where &, is the 
dual of PJ’“~‘PJ’“-2 . . PJ’P’ with respect to the admissible basis [3]. The element 
in A dual to r’;‘<T . . (2 with respect to the monomial basis of A* is denoted by 
P(R)= P(r,,r2,.. . ,Y~). As R ranges over all finite sequences of nonnegative integers, 
the elements P(R) form the Milnor basis of A. For each n 2 0, the subalgebra A(n) 
has an additive basis consisting of the Milnor basis elements P(R) with T; < p”+‘-’ for 
all i [2, p. 2401. 
We now come to the stripping technique [ 1, 5, 7, lo]. The process works in any 
Hopf algebra, and may be regarded as a representation of the dual algebra on the 
original algebra. The term ‘stripping’ refers to the way in which this general structure 
is implemented in terms of strings of Steenrod powers. Using the map 
A*@AAIA*@A@AA”A, (3) 
where K is evaluation of a vector space on its dual, we associate with an element 
5 E A* the vector space endomorphism of A which maps X E A to C ([,X’)X”, where 
t/(X) = C X’ @X”. This construction is analogous to the construction of the cap prod- 
uct of a cohomology class t and a homology class X, so we shall write 
< nx = C (<,x’)x”. 
In [5] the endomorphism Xc-) r nX of A is denoted by D(t). Writing X, Y for 
elements of A, and 5, 9 for elements of A*, we may rewrite some of the formulae 
of [5, Section 21 as follows. The formula D(&) = D(<)D(~) becomes the associative 
law 
~r/nx=~n(~nx), 
the formula D( 5) (X,X2) = C D( (‘)X1 D( t”)x2 becomes 
(4) 
(5) 
and the formula x o D(t) =0(x(~)) o x, where x denotes conjugation in A or A*, is 
equivalent to 
~(5 nX) = x(i”)n X(X). (6) 
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In addition, duality of the product in A* with the coproduct in A gives 
(t%x) = ((3 ‘1 nx). (7) 
The interesting question is how the cap product action of A* on A is implemented in 
terms of specific bases. To handle this in the case of the admissible basis, we shall carry 
out algebraic manipulations with multisets of sequences which index elements of A. 
For example, when p = 2 the set consisting of distinct sequences U and V, each with 
multiplicity 1, will index Sq” +Sq”. When U = V, the multiset consists of the sequence 
U with multiplier 2, and this will index Sq” + SqG = 0. We shall reserve the notation 
U + U =2U for this purpose. For this reason, we write the termwise sum of the 
sequences U and V as U s V, and the termwise difference of U and V as U/V. 
Recalling that the Milnor basis is dual to the basis of monomials ts = 4;“ <; . (: 
of A*, (7) yields the following rule: 
5’ n P(R) = P(R/S), (8) 
where P(R/S) is interpreted as zero if any term of the sequence R/S is negative. In 
particular, the action maps each Milnor basis element to a Milnor basis element or to 
zero. 
The cap product action can be described in terms of monomials PT by a combina- 
torial process which we call stripping. Note first that it is sufficient in principle, using 
(4), to consider the action of the generators <x_ of A* on A. The action of a general 
element of A* may then be considered as a sum of composites of the actions of these 
generators. In practice, however, it is more convenient to take the cap products with 
elements of the form c,““ as the basic family of operations on A. 
Thus we consider $‘” n P’, which is evaluated in the case p = 2 in [ 10, Lemma 5. I], 
[6, Proposition 3.11. If k<m, it is the sum of (T) strings P”, where each sequence 
U is formed by subtracting the sequence C = (P’+~-‘, . , pa+‘, p”) from some k-term 
subsequence of the sequence T = (tl , t2 ,. . .,t,,), and where P u = 0 if any term of U 
is negative. If k > m, then r,“” n PT = 0. We refer to the element xv P” t A as the 
monomial P* stripped by C. Here C is restricted to be a sequence of descending 
adjacent powers of p. 
We may reformulate this result as follows. Given a sequence C, we write I(C) for 
the (infinite) set of sequences 1 whose nonzero terms make up the given sequence C. 
Given a finite sequence of nonnegative integers T, we write T/I(C) for the (infinite) set 
of all sequences T/l, where I E r(C). We may now define an element of the Steenrod 
algebra A by 
(9) 
where PC’ = 0 if any term of T/I is negative. Then 
,z,“” ,pT=pTNO, where C=(P”+~-’ ,..., p’+‘,p”). (10) 
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This formula may be verified as follows, using induction on a. (An alternative ap- 
proach, based on (5), is given in [5, Proposition 4.11.) For the case a=O, we follow 
through the map (3) on the element & 8 T. Thus let $(T) = C T’ 69 T”, where T’ 
and T” are monomials. Now (&, T’) is nonzero only when T’ = Pf’-’ . PPP’. To 
see this, recall that & is defined as the dual of PJ’-’ . PPP’ with respect to the 
admissible basis. Since Pf’-’ . . PPP’ has excess I, it occurs in the monomial PT’ if 
and only if T’E I(C), where C=(#,..., p, 1). This gives the result for a = 0. 
For the inductive step, we use the identity (4). Writing [,“” as (<,““-’ )P, the operation 
we require is the pth iterate of the stripping process for a - 1. All the terms in this 
iterated stripping process, except those in which the subtractions occur in the same 
places in all p iterations, will appear with a multinomial coefficient which is z 0 mod p. 
Thus these terms cancel, leaving the terms given by formula (10). 
If I/ and V are integer sequences, we say that 7J dominutes V if ui>v, for all i. 
The purpose of this definition is shown by the lemma which follows. The point is that 
although PC’ and P” have different gradings, when U is admissible P” is an upper 
bound (in the left lexicographic order) for all admissibles which can arise by applying 
Adem relations to P”. 
Lemma 2.1. Let U he cm admissible sequence which strictly dominates the sequence 
V, and suppose that U and V first d@er ut the rth term. Let P” be rmy udmis- 
sible monomial occurring in P “. Then U and W first direr at the rth term, und 
liF > wr. 
Proof. We may assume that V is not admissible and that u? < IV,., otherwise there 
is nothing to prove. The Adem relations can be used to express P” as a sum of 
admissible monomials. Suppose that Eq. (2) is applied to two consecutive terms P’P’ 
of P”, where O<i<pj. Thus vs=i, us+1 =j, where s>r. Let c,=i+j-k, c,Y-l=k 
be a corresponding pair of terms produced by the relation, so that 
(j - kj(ppkl) - 1) g o 
mod p. 
Then (j - k)(p - 1) - 1 > i - pk, that is i -k 5 ,j(p - 1) - 1, and so c, 5 
p,j - 1. Since U dominates V and U is admissible, pj = pc,+~ 5 puc+l I u,, and 
hence c, < u,. Also c,~+I = k 5 [i/p] < j = V,+I I u,+l , so C,+I < us+l Iterating this 
argument, it follows that if Pw IS an admissible monomial which occurs in P”, and if 
the term c’,~ of V is affected by the Adem relations used, then the corresponding term 
M; of W satisfies IV, < u,. Since by hypothesis v, < w,., this applies in particular when 
s = Y. 0 
The corollary which follows provides a crucial argument for our proof of Monks’s 
conjecture. By identifying the maximal admissible monomial (in the left lexicographic 
order) that occurs in the result of applying a stripping operation to an given admissible 
monomial, we show in particular that the value of the operation is nonzero. 
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Corollary 2.2. Let T = (t,, t2,. . . , t,) be an admissible sequence and let C = (P”+~-‘, 
. . ) a+‘,pa), where m > II and tM 
whiz occurs in PTI’(‘) li P’l(‘,‘), 
2 p”. Then the maximum admissible monomial 
ivhere (0, C) is the sequence obtained by prejxiny 
m - n zeros to C. 
Proof. Since T is admissible and C consists of consecutive descending powers of p, 
T/(0, C) is admissible. Suppose that Pw occurs in PTjJ, where J E I(C) and J # 1. 
Then T/J has no negative entries, so if j, is the first nonzero entry of J, we have 
r < m - n. Then T strictly dominates TfJ, the two sequences differing first at the rth 
term. By Lemma 2.1 it follows that T and W first differ at the rth term, and wY < t,.. 
Hence W < T/(0, C). 17 
3. Proof of Monks’s conjecture 
In this section, we prove the necessity of Monks’s criterion for an element to lie 
in the intersection of the Milnor and the admissible bases. That is to say, we shall 
assume that for some x E Fy 
P(n,r;!,..., r,)=cxPt1Pt2...Pf- 
for sequences R=(rl,rz,...,r,,,) and T=(tl,tz,...,&,) with tm=rM and t,=ri+pt,+l 
for 1 5 i < m, and we shall prove that R is an M-sequence (see Section 1). Recall that 
by [3, Lemma 81 we may assume that the indexing sequences R and T are related in 
this way. 
The proof is in two steps. The first step is an induction argument which reduces 
the search for a counterexample of minimal grading to a special case, namely the case 
where r,,, is a power of p, r,,_l =Ar,,, - 1 with 1 5 A<p and (r1,r2,...,rm-l) is an 
M-sequence. The second step shows that no sequence of this type is a counterexample. 
Step 1: We assume, as induction hypothesis, that Eq. (1) holds for an admissible 
sequence T, where the corresponding sequence R is not an M-sequence, and that this 
counterexample is minimal in the sense that, for every similar relation in A in strictly 
lower grading, the sequence specifying the Milnor basis element is an M-sequence. 
Taking the cap product of Eq. (1) with &,,, and using (8) and ( 10) we obtain 
P(rl,rz,...,l;n - l)=aP’l~p”t-’ ...Ptm-l-pPtm-‘, 
where the grading has been reduced by p” - 1. Since ( tl - pm-‘, . . . , tm_ I - p, t,,, - 1) 
is admissible, the induction hypothesis implies that (~1, r2, . , . , r, - 1) is an M-sequence. 
Hence (rl,rz,. . . , r,,-1) is an M-sequence, and in addition r,,,_l = -1 mod P”‘(‘~-‘). 
If r,n_l E -1 mod Pi, then R=(rl,rz,.. . , r,,,) is an M-sequence, contrary to hy- 
pothesis. Hence o(rt) # o(rm - l), which implies that r, = p” for some integer a. 
Thus, r,_l = ip” - 1 for some integer 2 prime to p. 
If 3, > p, we take the cap product of Eq. (1) with riy:. On the right-hand side, this 
corresponds to stripping PT with C = (pa+“-l,. . . , paf2, pa+‘). Since t,,, = pa, T/I has 
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a negative term for all I E r(C) except for I = C itself. Using (8) and (IO), this gives 
the relation 
CX,f8--l 
P(rj,...,r,,_l - pa-+l,p”)=&‘-P . . . ptm - 1 - If+ 1 p PZi 
Since i. > p, the Milnor basis element on the left is nonzero, and since (rl, . , rm_ 1. 
p”) is not an M-sequence, (rl,. . . ,r,_g -pa+‘, p”) is not an M-sequence either. Recall- 
ing that t,-r = i-,-l i_ pa”‘, the string on the right is still admissible, and so we have 
constructed an example which contradicts the induction hypothesis. This contradiction 
implies that we may assume 1. < p. This completes Step 1. 
Step 2: We may now assume that r,, = p” for some a 2 0, that r,,_l = dp” - 1. 
where 1 < i, < p, and that (rl, r2,. . . , r,,,_l ) is an M-sequence. The argument is simplest 
in the case /1= 1, so we begin with this case. 
We take the cap product of Eq. (1) with <:I,. By (8), this operation maps the 
Milnor basis element P(R) to zero. However, the result of stripping P* by the corre- 
sponding sequence C = ( pa+m-2,. . , , pa+’ , pa> is nonzero, because by Corollary 2.2 the 
maximal admissible monomial which occurs in Pv’(C) is identified as Pr’(‘.‘), where 
(o,c)=(olp”‘“-“....,p”+’ , p”). This completes Step 2 in the case E. = 1. 
In the general case, we take the cap product of Eq. (1) with r?:,. Again, this 
operation maps the Milnor basis element P(R) to zero, by (8). To complete the proof, 
we shall show that the result of stripping Pr i times by the ~o~esponding sequence 
C = ( pa+m-2,. . . , pa+‘, p”) is nonzero. 
Note that we cannot strip more than once by p” in the last position, so we may 
assume that the sequence C itself (i.e. (CO)) is subtracted at least 2 - 1 times in 
the total of I steps. Since i, is prime to p, we may assume that the first i. - 1 
steps consist of subtraction of the sequence C, at the cost of ignoring the scalar mul- 
tiple 3,. However, the effect of these first 2 - 1 steps is to reduce r,_l to p” - 1 
and to make the co~esponding changes to the sequence T, This argument in effect 
reduces the general case to the case A= 1 already considered, and so the proof is 
complete. 0 
4. Another proof of Monks’s theorem 
In this section we shall give a new proof of 14, Theorem 9.11, that is to say, of the 
statement that Eq. (1) holds when R is an M-sequence. The method is to prove the 
result first for the case of the top class T, of A(n) for all n, and then to argue by a 
downward induction using a stripping operator. 
For the first step, we give two ar~ments in the case p =2. The first arg~ent 
is that of Monks, and the second is taken from [I]. Recall that T, = P(R,), where 
R, =(pn+’ - l,p”- I,...) p- 1). 
Lemma 4.1. For all n 2 0, T, = PffnTT,_, &m-e T-, = I and a,, = (n + 1 )p”” - (I + 
p+.. . + p”). 
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Proof. (1) We use induction on n. Consider PanT,_’ as the product of the Milnor basis 
elements P(a,) and P(R,_‘). Using Milnor’s multiplication formula [3], T, arises from 
the Milnor matrix 
* 0 0 . 0 0 
P 
??+I - 1 pn - 1 pn- ’ - 1 . . p2 - 1 p - 1. 
Thus it suffices to show that if the Milnor matrix 
* x2 x3 . . x, x,+1 
Yl Y2 Y3 ... Yn Yn+l 
gives a nonzero term in the product, then xi = 0 for all i, so that the matrix must be 
the one given above. 
To do this, we show by finite induction on k for 1 I_ k < n that all the xi are 
= 0 mod pk. To start the induction, we observe that y’ E a, z -1 mod p. Since 
(x2:‘) # 0 mod p, it f 11 o ows that x2 3 0 mod p. Since x2 + y2 =p” - 1, y2 = 
-1 mod p. Since p?) # 0 mod p, it follows that x3 E 0 mod p. Continuing in this 
way, we see that all the xi are E 0 mod p. 
For the inductive step, let k < n and assume that xi z 0 mod pk for all i. Since 
xi+ yi = pn--r+2 -1foralli>1,thisimpliesthaty,r-lmodpkfor2<i~n+2-k 
and y,= pnf2-i - 1 for i > n + 2 - k. We thus have pi-‘yi E -pi-’ mod pk+’ for 
all i. Since a, E 1 mod pk+‘, itfollowsthaty’=l+p+...+pk=-lmodpk+’. 
From this point, we may proceed as in the case k = 1. Since (xzz’) # 0 mod p, 
x2 s 0 mod pk+‘. Since ~2 + y2 = pn - 1, this gives y2 = - 1 mod pk+’ Continuing 
in this way, we obtain x, = 0 mod p ‘+’ for all i. This completes the induction on k 
and the first proof of Lemma 4.1. 
(2) For p=2, we use the Z-basis theorem of [9], which states in particular that 
T, = Z,,, where Z, is the product of all Sq’ of the form i = 2a(2b - 1) with i < 2”+‘, 
taken in the order in which 2a(2b - 1) precedes 2”(2d - 1) if a + b > c + d or if 
a+b=c+d and a>c. For example, 
z3 = Lsq8Asq’2sq’?sq’5sq4Asq6sq7Lsq2sq3Asq1. 
Thus Z, =XnZ,,_’ , where 
xn =~~2”~~3.2”~‘~~7.2”-’ . .Sq2n+'-l. 
Thus, we shall prove by induction on n that Z,, = Sq”nZ,_ 1. For the inductive step, 
it follows from the Adem relations (2) that 
where Y, lies in the left ideal A.A(n - l)+ of A generated by Sq’, Sq2,. , Sq2”-‘. To 
see this, we multiply the factors in X, from the right and observe that the leading 
coefficient in each Adem relation is 1, while the other terms in the relation all lie in 
A.A(n - 1 )+. The inductive step is now completed by observing that YT,_’ = 0 for any 
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element Y E A.A(n - l)+. (In fact, it is shown in [l, Fact 1.21 that the converse is 
also true, i.e. A.A(n - l)+ is precisely the set of elements of A which are annihilated 
by right multiplication by T,- 1.) 
This completes our second proof of Lemma 4.1. 0 
Theorem 4.2. If (r, , r2,. . . , r,, ) is an M-sequence, then 
P(rI,r2 ,..., r,)=PtiPtz...Prn, (11) 
luhere ti - pt,+l = r, for 1 < i < n and tn = r,,. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.1 the result holds when P(R) = T,,_, , i.e. for the M-sequence 
R=(p” - l,p”-’ - 1 , . . . , p - 1). Now let R be an M-sequence such that P(R) E 
A(n - l), and assume, as induction hypothesis, that the result is true for every M- 
sequence R+ which corresponds either to an element of A(n - 2) or to an element of 
A(n - 1) in grading higher than that of P(R). 
Since P(R) E A(n - l), we have ri < p”+‘-j, and so the base p expansions of 
r1, r2,. . . , r,, can be regarded as the nonzero rows of an upper triangular n x n matrix 
M =(mi,j) with entries in (0, 1,. ., p - l}. Since R is an M-sequence, M has the 
property that if mi,j = p - 1 then mil,jl = p - 1 for all i’ < i and j’ > j. We order the 
upper triangular entries of M downwards on each column and from right to left. If 
P(R) # T,_I, then mij < p-l for some (i, j) with i 5 ,j. Let h4+ be the matrix obtained 
from M by increasing the first such entry which occurs in M, in the given order, by 1. 
Then the sequence R+ which corresponds to M+ is clearly an M-sequence, and P(R+) E 
A(n - 1) has grading higher than that of R, so that the induction hypothesis applies to 
R+. For example, if p=2 and R=(15,11,3,3,1), then n=5 and R+=(15,15,3,3,1), 
and if R=(l5,11,3), then n=5 and R+=(15,11,3,1). 
By repeating this construction, we obtain a preferred sequence of Milnor basis ele- 
ments in increasing grading which joins a given element P(R) to the top class T,_, 
of the smallest subalgebra A(n - 1) in which it lies. By the induction hypothesis, 
P(R+) = PT+, where T+ is related to Ri as T to R. Now if M+ is obtained from A4 
by increasing the (i, j)th entry by 1, then R+ is obtained from R by replacing ri by 
r;+p”-‘, and (r;+l,... , r,,) is a monotonic decreasing sequence of integers of the form 
ph-l,whereb<n-j. 
By (8), P(R) can be recovered from P(R+) by stripping with tp’-‘. Using (lo), to 
complete the induction we must show that the result of stripping the admissible mono- 
mial Prr by the sequence C=(pn-j+ip’,. . .,pnpjt’, p”-j) is PT, where T = Ti/C. 
Note that the monomial PT is admissible, and that it is this admissible monomial that 
we wish to prove equal to P(R). 
It therefore suffices to show that for any U E l(C) with U # C, PT+! = 0. Since 
there are no such sequences U to consider if i > n, we may assume i <n. Let 
C = (C’, C”) where C’ = ( pn-i+i-l >..., P n-j+‘) and C” = (p”-j). Any string TtIU E 
T+/!(C) can then be broken into two substrings (T//U’, T”/CJ”), where U’ E [(C’) and 
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U” E z(C”). Thus, it suffices to show that PT”“(c”) = 0, where T” = (&+I, tk+2,. . , t,,) 
for some k > i. 
Let S = (Tk+],Q+2,. . ,r-,). Then S is an M-sequence, so the induction hypothesis 
on n gives P “’ = P(S). Using (IO), PT”.‘r(c”) = tp”-’ n PT” = lf-’ n P(S). Now, as 
remarked above, the construction of R+ implies that rk+[ < p”-.‘. It follows from (8) 
that rf’-’ n P(S) = 0. 
This completes the inductive step, and the proof. 0 
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